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Let G be a graph drawn on a disc, and let the vertices of G on the boundary of 
the disc be s, ,..., sk, f r,..., tt in some order. When are there k vertex-disjoint paths of 
G joining s, and i, (1 < i Q k), respectively? We give a structural characterization 
and a polynomial algorithm for this problem. We also solve the same question 
when the disc is replaced by a cylinder. (0 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem DISJOINT CONNECTING PATHS is, given a graph G 
and vertices s ,,..., sk, t 1 ,..., tk of G, to decide if there are k vertex-disjoint 
paths of G between si and ti (1 < i < k), respectively. If k is a variable part 
of the input, this was shown to be NP-complete by Karp [ 11; and Lynch 
[2] has shown that it remains N&complete even if G is constrained to be 
planar. However, we suspect that if G is planar and si ,..., sk, t1 ,..., rk are 
constrained to lie on some bounded number p of regions of G, the problem 
is polynomially solvable; and in this paper we show that this is true if p = 1 
or 2. 
We also conjecture that DISJOINT CONNECTING PATHS is 
polynomially solvable for general graphs G if k is fixed. This is true if k < 2, 
but is open for k > 3. We shall show in [3] that if k is fixed, DISJOINT 
CONNECTING PATHS is polynomially solvable if the genus of G is 
bounded. Indeed, that is one of the motivations for the present paper, for 
the results given here are basically lemmas for use in [3]. We are 
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publishing them separately because we feel that they are of some indepen- 
dent interest. 
It is important for our applications to deal with a slightly more general 
problem. (Conveniently, the generalization makes the problem essentially 
no harder.) A division is a finite set of non-empty pairwise disjoint sets. If d 
is a division, we abbreviate u (6 E A) by U A. If G is a graph and A is a 
division with u A E V(G), a realization of A in G is a subgraph of G which 
is a forest with 1 A ) components H(6) (6 E A) such that 6 5 V(H(6)) (6 E A). 
We say that A is feasible in G if there is a realization of A in G. The 
problem DISJOINT CONNECTING SUBGRAPHS is, given a graph G 
and a division A, with u A a subset of I’(G), to decide if A is feasible in G. 
If each member of A has cardinality two this is clearly equivalent to DIS- 
JOINT CONNECTING PATHS. We shall give a polynomial algorithm 
for this problem when G is planar and there are two regions of G which 
together are incident with every vertex in U A. Essentially equivalent to this 
and notationally more convenient is to constrain G to be drawn on a cylin- 
der and lJ A to be a subset of the boundary of the cylinder. 
Let us fix some terminology. A surface is a compact 2-manifold with 
boundary. In this paper we are only concerned with three surfaces, the disc, 
the Mobius band, and the cylinder, which is homeomorphic to 
{(x, y): 1 dx2+y2<4}. 
We generally denote a surface by C, and its boundary by bd(Z). Any com- 
ponent of bd(L’) is called a cuff of Z. By a drawing of a graph G on .Z we 
shall always mean, as usual, a drawing without crossings. It will often be 
convenient to identify G with a drawing of G, and we do so when we expect 
it will cause no confusion. In particular, if G is drawn on .Z we sometimes 
regard G as a subset of C. A region of G is a connected component of 
C - G. In any drawing, every point of Z is either a vertex of G, or lies in an 
edge, or lies in a region, and only one of these is true. A graph G is properly 
drawn on C if no edge of G meets bd(Z). (Thus, bd(Z) only contains ver- 
tices of G and points which are in regions.) Graphs may have loops or mul- 
tiple edges. The valency of a vertex is the number of edges incident with it; 
loops are counted twice. We denote the closure of X by X. 
2. DIVISIONS ON A CIRCLE 
In the next section we shall give an algorithm and a structural charac- 
terization for our problem when G is drawn on a disc C and the division A 
has lJ A c bd(Z). But first we develop some theory of divisions on a circle. 
(Our method for this disc case is rather more tortuous then necessary; a 
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more direct approach is described in Section 4. We use our tortuous 
method because we find it entertaining, and we think the results we obtain 
along the way are worthwhile.) 
Let C be homeomorphic to a circle and let VC C be finite. Every com- 
ponent of C- V homeomorphic to (0, 1) is called a segment (of C with 
respect to V). Now let A be a division with lJ A = V. If V = 0 let U = 0. If 
V#Qf let UcC- V with 1 UnSl= 1 for every segment S of C with 
respect to V. Then I U ( = I VI. 
If u, b, c, d are distinct points of C occurring in that order, we say that 
(a, c} crosses (b, d}. We define a division A* with lJ A* = U as follows. 
The relation between U, U’ E U, 
“there is no 6 E A and v, v’ E 6 such that (v, v‘ f crosses (u, u’ 1” 
is an equivalence relation on U, as is easily seen. We denote the set of 
equivalence classes by A*. We define A** to be the set of equivalence 
classes on V of the relation between v, v’ E V, 
“there is no 6* E A* and u, u’ E 6* such that {u, u’} crosses {v, VI}.” 
It is not necessarily true that A* * = A. For example, if V= { vr , v2, v3, 
v4) and ul, v2, v3, vq occur on C in that order, and 
A= {{v,, v31, (023 ~4~1 
then A* contains the singleton subsets of U, and A** contains only the set 
V. 
We say that A is cross-free if there do not exist distinct 6, 6’ E A and s, 
t E 6, s’, t’ E 6’ such that {s, t} crosses {s’, t’}. If 2 is a disc and C = bd(C), 
and A is a division with U A c C feasible in some graph drawn in C, then it 
is easy to see that A must be cross-free. 
(2.1) A* is cross-$=ee,for any A. 
ProoJ Let ul, u2, u3, uq E U occur on C in that order, and suppose that 
(u,,u~}G~:EA*; (u,,u,}cbf~A*. 
We must show that 6: = 8:. Suppose not; then there exists do A and 
vl, v2 E 6 such that {ul, v2} crosses {u,, u2}. But { ul, v2} crosses neither 
{ul, u3} nor {u,, u,}, and that is impossible. Hence S,* = S:, as required. 
(2.2) If A is cross-free then A** = A. 
Prooj Suppose that v, v’ E V and there is no 6 E A with v, v’ E 6. We 
must show that there exists 6* E A* and U, U’ E 6* such that (u, u’} crosses 
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{u, u’}. Let P,, P, be the closures of the two components of C- {u, u’}. 
Choose 6 E A with v E 6, and for i = 1,2 choose vi E Pi n 6 as close to u’ as 
possible. (It is possible that ui, u2 = u.) Now U’ $6, and so vi, u2 # u’. For 
i = 1,2 let Si be the segment of C with respect to V with Si E Pi and vi E Si, 
such that Si and u’ are in the same component of C- {u, ui}. Let 
U n Si = { ui} (i = 1,2). Now by choice of u1 , u2 and since A is cross-free, 
there is no 6’ E A and w, w’ E 6’ such that (w, w’} crosses {ui, u,}, and 
hence none such that ( w, w’ > crosses (ui , uz ). Thus there exists 6* E A* 
such that ui, u2 ~8*. But (ul, u2) crosses (u, Y’), as required. 
Put T=AuA* and W=VvU. 
(2.3) Zf W # 12(, one of A, A* has a member with cardinality 1. 
Proof Choose c E C - W, and let W = {w, ,..., w,,}, numbered in order 
on C-(c). Choose i,j with 1 <id j&2k so that 
(i) for some YET, {x, c} crosses {w;, w,} for all x~y - {wi, w,} 
(ii) subject to (i), j- i is minimum. 
(This is possible since the choice i = 1, j = 2k satisfies (i), because k 2 1.) If 
j = i the theorem is true. Suppose for a contradiction that j > i, and choose 
y satisfying (i). Now wjr wj E y by the minimality ofj- i, and soj- i is even 
and hence j- i > 2. Choose y’ E r with wi+ 1 E y’. Now if x E y’ then x # wj, 
and {wi+ ,, X} does not cross (wi, wj} by definition of A*; thus either 
x=wi+, or {x,c) crosses {w,+i, w,}. This contradicts the minimality of 
j- i, as required. 
For x, YE W we define 
A(x, y)=/(6~d:either&n(x, y)#%,orthereexist 
u,uEhsuchthat {~,u}crosses {x,y)}I, 
and we define A*(x, y) analogously. 
(2.4) Zf A is cross-free and x, y E W, then 
A(x, Y) - A*@, Y) = 1 if X,YEV 
=- 1 if x, y E U. 
=o otherwise. 
Proof: If x = y the theorem may easily be verified, and we assume that 
x # y. Let C, , C, be the closures of the two components of C - {x, y }. 
Let u, E C,, u2 E Cz. We say that (u,, u2) is a A-minimizer if 
(i) u,, u2 E V and u,, u2 #x; 
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(ii) there exists SEA such that vi, u2 l i5 and {u, x> crosses {vi, u2} 
for every UE~- (vi, uZ}. 
It follows from (i) and (ii) that x 4: 6. It is easy to see that for any 6 E A, if 
6 n C, # 121, 6 A C2 # 0 and ~$6 then there is a unique A-minimizer 
(vi, u2) with vi, u2 E 6. Thus the number of A-minimizers equals 
Ah Y) - I Vn (4 I- 
Again, let ui E Cl, u2 E C2. We say that (u,, u2) is a A*-maximizer if 
(i) u,,u,EUand u,,u,#y; 
(ii) there exists 6* E A* such that ui, u2 E 6* and {u, y} crosses 
(u,, u2} for every uE6*- {ui, u2}. 
Then similarly the number of A*-maximizers equals 
A*@, Y)- I Un (Y} I. 
On the other hand, there is a l-1 correspondence between A-minimizers 
and A*-maximizers. For let (u,, u2) be a A-minimizer. Let ui E Un Ci be 
chosen to lie in Ci between vi and x, as close to ui as possible (i = 1, 2). It is 
easy to see that (ui, u2) is a A*-maximizer, and is uniquely given by 
(ui , uZ). Moreover, by (2.2) the construction may be reversed, to obtain a 
A-minimizer from any A*-maximizer, and we have a l-l correspondence. 
Putting these results together, we obtain 
~~~,~~-I~~{~}l=~*~~,y~-I~~{y}l, 
which proves the theorem. 
3. THE DISJOINT SUBGRAPH PROBLEM ON A DISC 
Let G be a connected graph, properly drawn on a (closed) disc .Z. We 
define the dual graph G* to have vertex set the set of all regions of G, and 
to have edges in l-l correspondence with the edges of G; if e is an edge of 
G and R,, R, are the regions of G on either side of e then the 
corresponding edge of G* has ends RI, R2. We may obtain a drawing of 
G* in C as usual by choosing a point from each region of G to represent 
vertices of G*, and for each edge of G drawing the corresponding edge of 
G* crossing it in the usual way. We may further arrange that 
(i) G* is properly drawn in C, and 
(ii) each segment (of bd(Z) with respect to V(G) n bd(Z)) contains a 
vertex of G*, and no other vertices of G* lie in bd(Z). 
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Here (ii) is possible since any region of G contains at most one segment, 
because G is connected. Henceforth by G* we shall mean not only the 
abstract dual graph but also a drawing of it satisfying the above conditions. 
Standard arguments from duality theory for graphs on the sphere may 
be used to obtain the following lemma, whose proof is left to the reader. 
(3.1) Zf G is connected and properly drawn on a disc C, then G* * = G. 
(More precisely, the drawing of G is a drawing of G**.) 
Now we return to the DISJOINT CONNECTING SUBGRAPHS 
problem. Let G be a graph drawn on a disc C, and let d be a division with 
0 A s V(G) n bd(z). 
We are concerned with deciding if A is feasible in G. By slightly enlarging Z 
we may arrange that 
(i) G is properly drawn on C, and 
(ii) lJ A = V(G) n bd(E) 
and for the rest of this section we shall assume that (i) and (ii) hold. 
(3.2) Let G be a connected graph, properly drawn on a disc E. Let A be a 
cross-free division with 
u A = V(G) n bd(C). 
Let the drawing of G* be chosen so that 
u A* = V(G*) n bd(C). 
Then A is feasible in G if and only if A* is feasible in G*. 
This can be proved using standard duality arguments, and is left to the 
reader. (Hint: a realization of A* in G* may be obtained from some of the 
edges of G* corresponding to edges of G not used by some given 
realization of A in G.) 
We shall make use of the following observations. 
(3.3) (i) Zf 16 1 = 1 for some 6 E A, and 6 = {v} say, then A is feasible in 
G ifandonly ifd- (6) f  1s easi 61 e in the graph obtained from G by deleting 
V. 
(ii) Zf G has a component G’ with no vertex in bd(X) then A is feasible 
in G if and only if it is feasible in the graph obtained from G by deleting 
V( G’). 
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(iii) Zf there exists 6 E A which intersects more than one component of 
G then A is not feasible in G. 
(iv) Zf G has components G1,..., Gk for k > 2, and (ii), (iii) do not 
apply, let (A 1 ,..., Ak) be the partition of A such that 
U Ai = V(G,)nbd(Z) (1 <i<k); 
then A is feasible in G if and only if Ai is feasible in Gi for each i. 
The proofs are all obvious. These observations, together with (3.2) and 
(2.3), yield a polynomially bounded algorithm, as follows. 
(3.4) Algorithm to decide if A is feasible in G. 
We first check that A is cross-free. (If not it is not feasible.) We apply 
(3.3) as often as possible, reducing the problem on G to equivalent 
problems on smaller graphs. If at any step (3.3)(iii) applies then A is not 
feasible in G, and we stop. If (3.3) cannot be applied and G is non-null then 
G is connected, and we may pass to G *, A* and so by (2.3) we may con- 
tinue the reductions. Each reduction decreases the number of vertices plus 
the number of regions of G. 
It is of course not necessary to use the dual graph G*; we have done so 
merely for ease of exposition. In practise it would be easier to apply a dual 
form of (3.3)(i) to G, rather than apply (3.3)(i) to G*. But this involves 
some messy technicalities which we prefer to avoid. 
We turn now to the structural characterization for non-feasibility. Let G, 
2, A be as before. A vertex v of G is peripheral if v E bd(Z), and a region is 
peripheral if it contains a segment of bd(Z) (with respect to lJ A). Let U c 
bd(C) - u A, such that 1 Un SI = 1 for each segment S and define A* with 
U A* = U, as before. Put W= Uu (U A). For x, YE W, an (x, y)-chain is a 
sequence A,, A, ,..., Ak with k > 1 such that 
(i) for 16 i<k, one of A;, Aj+I is a vertex of G, the other is a 
region, and they are incident 
(ii) ifA,isavertexthenA, =x;ifA, isaregionthenxEA,;ifA,is 
a vertex then Ak = y; if Ak is a region then y E A, 
(iii) for 1 < i< k, Ai is peripheral if and only if i= 1 or i= k. 
The length of an (x, y)-chain is the number of terms which are vertices. 
The A-redundancy of an (x, y)-chain in G is its length minus A(x, y). 
(3.5) Zf G is connected, any (x, y)-chain of G* corresponds to an 
(x, y)-chain of G, and if A is cross-free the A*-redundancy of the first chain 
equals the A-redundancy of the second. 
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This follows easily from (2.4). Let us now prove our characterization. 
(3.6) Let G be properly drawn on a disc C, and let A be a division with 
u A = V(G) n bd(C). 
Then A is feasible in G if and only if 
(i) A is cross-free, and 
(ii) every (x, y)-chain has non-negative redundancy, for all x, y E W 
(defined as before). 
Proof: The necessity of (i) and (ii) is easy. We prove their sufficiency by 
induction on the number of vertices of G plus the number of regions of G. 
If G is null the result is true. If G, A satisfy (3.6)(i) and (ii), and (3.3)(i), (ii) 
or (iv) applies, the smaller structures produced by this application also 
satisfy (3.6)(i) and (ii). Hence, by our inductive hypothesis, these smaller 
divisions are feasible in the corresponding graphs, and hence A is feasible in 
G. (To see this in the case of (3.3)(i), we observe that any (x, y)-chain of 
the graph obtained from G by deleting u which does not directly give a 
chain of G may be converted to a chain of G by adding v in the natural 
way. The resulting chain has length one more than the original, and has 
redundancy the same as the original.) If (3.3)(iii) applies, there is an 
(x, y)-chain consisting of a single region and no vertices where A(x, y) > 0, 
contrary to (3.6)(ii), which is impossible. If none of (3.3)(i),..., (iv) applies, 
and G is non-null then G is connected and we may pass to G*, A*. Now A* 
is cross-free by (2.1), and every (x, y)-chain in G* has non-negative 
A*-reduncancy, by (3.5); thus G *, A* satisfy (3.6)(i) and (ii). Moreover 
(3.3)(i) applies to G *, A* by (2.3), and so A* is feasible in G*. Hence by 
(3.2), A is feasible in G. This completes the proof. 
4. THE CYLINDER 
Our object in this section and the next two is to extend our results about 
the DISJOINT CONNECTING SUBGRAPHS problem from the disc to 
the cylinder, where again we assume that u A is a subset of bd(C). 
A fundamental difference between the disc and cylinder problems is that 
in the case of the cylinder there is more than one homotopically 
inequivalent route between pairs of points of bd(C), even if we restrict our- 
selves to non-self-intersecting routes, which we can. If s, t lie on the same 
cuff of the cylinder, there are in fact two homotopy classes of non-self-inter- 
secting routes between s and t, while if s and t lie on opposite cuffs, there 
are infinitely many such routes, winding different numbers of times around 
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the cylinder. We thus have a decision to make; for a natural variant of say 
DISJOINT CONNECTING PATHS on a cylinder is to specify not only 
the ends of each path but its homotopy class as well. Trial has convinced 
us that this variant is worthwhile-for the corresponding algorithm is sim- 
pler, and we can use it to solve the original DISJOINT CONNECTING 
PATHS problem on the cylinder. Analogous remarks apply for DISJOINT 
CONNECTING SUBGRAPHS, with a suitable definition of homotopy. 
We begin by making such a definition. 
Let C be a surface. Let s, t E M(C), and let fi: [0, 1 ] -+ Z be continuous, 
withy,(O) = s, fi( 1) = t (i = 1, 2). We say that fi is homotopic to fi if there is 
a continuous function f: [ 1,2] x [0, 1 ] + Z such that 
f(L Y)=f,(Y) (O<yd 1) 
f(Z Y) =-f*(Y) (OGydl) 
f(4 0) = s (1 <x<2) 
f(4 l)=t (1 <x<2). 
Now let P,, P2 be graphs drawn on C, and suppose that P,, P2 are both 
paths, and both with end vertices s, t E M(Z). Let fi: [0, 1 ] -+ C be a con- 
tinuous injection with image Pi andf,(O) = s, fj( 1) = t (i = 1,2). We say that 
P, is homotopic to P, if fi is homotopic to fi. It is easy to see that this 
definition does not depend on the choice of fi and f2. 
Finally, let H, , H, be forests drawn in C. We say that H, is homotopic to 
H, if 
(i) V(H,) n M(C) = V(H,) n M(C) = V say; 
(ii) for s, t E V, there is a path of H, between s and t if and only if 
there is a path of H, between s and t; and if these paths exist, one is 
homotopic to the other. 
Our variant of DISJOINT CONNECTING SUBGRAPHS is the 
following. 
ROUTED FOREST CONTAINMENT (ON C) 
INSTANCE A surface C, a graph G drawn on Z, and a forest H drawn 
on C with V(H) n M(C) s V(G). 
QUESTION Does G have a forest subgraph homotopic to H? 
Our approach to this is in two parts. We first give some reductions in the 
spirit of (3.3), which when Z is a cylinder serve to reduce to a simpler 
problem, viz. when each component of H has exactly one vertex in each 
cuff of the cylinder. The simpler problem is solved in the next section, and 
in the remainder of this section we describe the reductions. 
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For convenience, we assume that G is properly drawn on C, and 
V(H) n M(Z) = V(G) n M(Z). 
(As before, this can always be arranged by extending C slightly.) Until 
further notice, Z is a general surface, not necessarily a cylinder. 
Reduction 1. If some component H’ of H is such that G has a subgraph 
with vertex set V(H’) n bd(Z) which is homotopic to H’, then by deleting 
V(H’) from H and deleting V(H’) n bd(C) from G, we obtain an equivalent 
problem. 
This is easy to see. 
Suppose that C is a cuff of C, and s, t E C are distinct, and S is a com- 
ponent of C- (s, t>. Suppose that P is a path drawn on C with end- 
vertices s and t. Then we define “P is homotopic to S” in the obvious way. 
Again, if C, s, t, S are as above, and G is drawn on C, and s, t E V(G), 
and there is a path P of G homotopic to S, then there is such a path P of G 
where the portion of C enclosed by Pu S is minimal, and this path is uni- 
que. (A path has no “repeated” vertices.) This path is denoted by P(s, t, S). 
A segment is a component of bd(Z) - (V(H) n bd(Z)) homeomorphic to 
(0, 1) and v E V(H) n bd(C) is an end of segment S if v is in the closure of S. 
The following describes some circumstances when the problem is infeasible. 
(4.1) With C, G, H as before, if there is a segment S with distinct ends s, 
t, and s, t are joined in H by a path homotopic to S, and tf either 
(i) P(s, t, S) does not exist, or 
(ii) some vertex of P(s, t, S) lies in V(H’) n bd((C) for some com- 
ponent H’ of H not containing s, t, or 
(iii) some vertex v of P(s, t, S) lies in bd(Z), and is joined to t in H by 
a path not homotopic to the subpath of P(s, t, S) between v and t 
then G has no forest subgraph homotopic to H. 
The proof is clear. We shall also require a further reduction. 
Reduction 2. If there is a segment S with distinct ends s, t, and s, t are 
joined in H by a path homotopic to S, and 
(i) if P(s, t, S) u S properly encloses a vertex or edge of G we may 
delete that vertex or edge; 
(ii) tf P(s, t, S) has a vertex not in bd(C), we may contract in G either 
edge of P(s, t, S) incident with it; 
(iii) if(i) above does not apply and P(s, t, S) consists of a single edge e 
say, then we may contract e in G (moving s along S to t);make the iden- 
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ttftcation s = t in H (again, moving along S to t) and delete one edge of the 
circuit thus formed in H. 
In each case the smaller problem is equivalent to the original. 
Again, this is easy to see. What is less clear is what to do if none of these 
apply. One can show that if C is a disc then one of (4.1), reduction 1 and 
reduction 2 will apply, and we thus obtain another form of the algorithm 
for the disc; and indeed the characterization (3.6) can be proved this way 
as well. For the cylinder it is possible that none of them apply. 
(4.2) Zf C is a cylinder and neither (4.1) nor reduction 1 nor reduction 2 
applies, then each component of H has exactly one vertex in each cuff of 2. 
For the proof we need a lemma. Let C be a cuff of a cylinder C, and let 
S c C be connected. For distinct a, b E S we denote by S(a, b) the com- 
ponent of C - {u, b} which is contained in S. 
(4.3) Let C be a cylinder, and let C be a cuff of Z. Let s, t E C be dis- 
tinct, and let S be a component of C- (s, t>. Let K be a connected graph 
with 1 V(K) 1 > 2, properly drawn on Z with V(K) G S. Then there is an edge 
of K with distinct ends a, b say, such that S(a, 6) n V(K) = 0. 
Proof: Choose distinct a, b E S, adjacent in K, so that S(a, b) is 
minimal. Suppose that S(a, b) n V(K) # 0, and choose 
c E S(a, b) n V(K). 
Since K is connected, there is a vertex d # c adjacent in K to c, and then 
d E S(a, b) u {a, b}. Hence S(c, d) c S(a, b), a contradiction as required. 
Proof of (4.2). No component of H has fewer than two vertices in 
bd(Z), because reduction 1 cannot be applied. Let us say a component of H 
is bad if it has more than one vertex on some cuff of C. Then we must 
prove that no component of H is bad. For distinct a, b E V(H) n bd(Z), in 
the same component of H, let H(a, 6) denote the path of H between a and 
b. 
(1) Let C be a cuff of Z, and let a, b E C n V(H) be distinct. Suppose 
that H(a, b) exists, and let S be the component of C- {a, b} homotopic to 
H(a, b). Then for all c, de SW {a, b}, if H(c, d) exists then it is homotopic to 
S(c, 4. 
For if (1) is not true then H(a, 6) u H(c, d) includes a circuit, which is 
impossible since H is a forest. 
Let C be a cuff of Z, and let El’ be a component of H. Let s, t E C- V(H) 
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be distinct, and let S be a component of c - {s, t}. We say that S is a 
C-base for H’ if 
V(H’)nC= V(H)nS 
and if for all distinct a, b E V(H) n S, H(a, b) is homotopic to S(a, 6). (We 
permit V(H) n S= 0.) If H’ has a C-base we say that H’ is interval-based 
on C. 
(2) Zf some component of H is bad, there is a bad component of H which 
is interval-based on both cuffs of Z. 
For if each component of H meets both cuffs of Z then clearly each com- 
ponent is interval-based on both cuffs of C, and so in this case any bad 
component satisfies (2). If some component meets only one cuff C say, then 
we may choose distinct s, t E C- V(H) and a component S of C - {s, t} 
and a component H’ of H, such that 
(i) V(H’)nbd(Z)zS 
(ii) for all distinct a, b E V(W) n S, H(a, b) is homotopic to S(a, b). 
(For since H’ is a tree, there is a region R of H’ which intersects both 
cuffs of C; choose s, t E R n C.) Let us choose H’, s, t, S, so that in addition 
1 Sn V(H) 1 is minimum. It is easy to see, using (l), that S is a C-base for 
H’. Thus H’ is interval-based on both cuffs of C, and it is clearly bad (since 
H’ only meets one cuff of C). This proves (2). 
Now to complete the proof of (4.2), suppose for a contradiction that H 
has a bad component. By (2) there is a bad component H’ of H, inter- 
val-based on both cuffs of 2. Let the cuffs of Z be C,, Cz, and let Sj be a 
C,-base for H’ (i= 1,2). Let G’ be the subgraph of G with vertex set 
V(H’) n bdC and with edges those edges e of G with distinct ends u, v say, 
such that H(u, V) is homotopic to e. Now reduction 1 does not apply, and 
hence G’ is not connected. Let (X,X,) be a partition of V(G’) with Xi, 
X, # 0, such that no edge of G’ joins a vertex of X1 to a vertex of Xz. 
Let iE { 1, 2). Suppose a, bE Si n V(H’) are distinct. Then H(a, b) is 
homotopic to S,(a, b) because Si is a C,-base for H’. Since (4.1)(i) does not 
apply, P(a, b, S,(a, b)) exists; since reduction 2(ii) does not apply, every 
vertex of it is in bdC and hence in V(H); and since (4.l)(ii) does not apply, 
every vertex of it is in V(H’). We claim, moreover, that P(a, b, Si(a, b)) is a 
subgraph of G’. For let e be an edge of P(a, b, Sf(a, b)) with ends ui, u2, 
and let Qi be the subpath of P(a, b, Si(a, 6)) from ui to b (i= 1,2). Since 
(4.l)(iii) does not apply, Qi is homotopic to H(ui, b) (i= 1, 2), and so 
WI, u2) is homotopic to e. Thus eE E(G’), and our claim is proved. 
Hence if a E Xj then b E Xj (j = 1,2). It follows that for some i, 
V(W) n Si z X,; 
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and since X,, X, # @, we may renumber so that 
V(H) n si = xi (i= 1,2). 
Now H’ is bad, and so we may assume that 1 X, 1 2 2. Let K be the restric- 
tion of G’ to Xi. For all distinct CI, b E Xi, P(a, b, S,(a, b)) is a subgraph of 
K, and so K is connected. By (4.3) and the fact that Si is a C,-base for H 
there is a segment SC S, with ends s, t say which are adjacent in K. But 
then reduction 2 can be applied, a contradiction. This completes the proof 
of (4.2). 
In view of (4.2) we see that (4.1) and reductions 1 and 2 serve to 
polynomially reduce the general ROUTED FOREST CONTAINMENT 
problem on the cylinder to its special case described in the conclusion of 
(4.2). That special case is the subject of the next section. 
5. DISJOINT PATHS ALONG A CYLINDER 
It is convenient in this section to take a concrete representation of C 
(using polar coordinates) as 
z= {(rJ): 1 <r<2,0<8<27r) 
and of its cuffs C,, C, as 
Cj= {(i,0):0<8<2n} (i= 1, 2). 
Let f: [0, l] -+ C be continuous. Then it has a finite winding number 
e(f), defined intuitively as l/271 times the the total angle turned through 
(measured counterclockwise) by the line OX, where 0 is the origin, 
X= f(x), and x ranges from 0 to 1. (This intuitive definition is sufficient for 
our purposes.) If P is a path drawn on C with one end in Ci and the other 
in C2, let f: [0, l] --+ Z be a continuous injection with image P and with 
f(0) E Ci, f( 1) E C,; then we define 6(P) = 0(f). It is easy to see that this 
definition is independent of the choice off: If P,, P, are both paths drawn 
on C from some s E C, to some f E CZ, then 6(P,) - 8(P,) is an integer, and 
is zero if and only if P, is homotopic to P,. 
Let k > 0 be some fixed integer, and let 
M,={(i,Tn):I<j<k} (i=l,2). 
Let 9 be a set of k paths drawn on C, pairwise disjoint, and each with an 
initial vertex in M, and a terminal vertex in M,. We call such a set 9 a 
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linkage. If 9 is a linkage then clearly e(P) is constant for P E 9, and we 
denote this common value by 0(Y). 
Throughout this section, G is a graph, properly drawn in C with 
V(G) n M(C) = M, u M2. 
A linkage in G is a linkage 3 every member of which is a subgraph of G. If 
0 is a real number, we say that 8 is feasible in G if there is a linkage 3 in G 
with e(9) = 8. The problem we are concerned with in this section is, given 
a number 8 and a graph G, is 8 feasible in G? Evidently the results of Sec- 
tion 4 serve to reduce the general ROUTED FOREST CONTAINMENT 
problem on the cylinder to this problem. 
The best approach to the problem of deciding if any given 8 is feasible in 
G appears to be to consider the whole range of feasible values of 8. We 
shall see that they form an interval (meaning that if Q1 < 13~ d 8, and 8,) 0, 
are feasible then so is e2 provided that k0, is integral); and we are able to 
find the endpoints of the interval efficiently. But any given 8 with kl? 
integral is feasible if and only if it lies between the endpoints, and so our 
original problem is solved. As a bonus the algorithm is easily adapted to 
construct a linkage 9 in G with e(U) = 8 when one exists. 
Thus we turn to the following problem: given a linkage 3 in G, to deter- 
mine if e(9) + l/k is feasible in G. Let 9 = {PI,..., Pk}, where for 1 d i < k 
the initial vertex of Pi is 
For 1~ i < k, let C, be the component of 
z-(P, v ... v Pk) 
which contains the point 
and let Ri be the region of G containing the same point. 
A separation of G is a pair (G, , G2) of subgraphs of G with V(G, ) u 
VG,) = V(G), QG,) u E(G) = E(G), and E(G,) n E(G,) = 0. Throughout 
the following, subscripts should be read modulo k, so that P,, for example,, 
means Pk. We use the following four reductions. 
Reduction 1. Delete any edge which for some i is incident with si and 
contained in .Z’- 1. 
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Reduction 2. If there is a separation (G,, G,) of G with V(G,)n 
V(G,) L { si) for some i, and with P, ,..., P, all paths of G, # G, replace G by 
Reduction 3. If some si has valency 1 and its neighbour v is not in C,, 
contract the edge joining si and v, moving v in C to si aiong the edge. 
Reduction 4. Iffor some i there is a vertex v of Pi such that v is incident 
with Ri, but not every vertex and edge of Pi between s, and v is incident with 
Ri, let Qi be a path in G between si and v such that every vertex and edge of 
it is incident with Ri, and replace Pi by the concatenation of Qi and the sub- 
path of Pi between v and Cz. 
Reduction 4 does not actually reduce the size of G; but it is easy to check 
that if (G’, 2’) is produced by an application of reduction 4, then one of 
the other reductions can be applied to (G’, A?‘). 
The basis of our algorithm is the claim that if (G’, 9’) is produced from 
(G, P’) by applying one of these reductions, then &U’) + l/k is feasible in 
G’ if and only if e(3) + l/k is feasible in G. This will be proved as a con- 
sequence of a characterization, which will in turn be proved using the 
reductions. 
We begin with the following. 
(5.1) Suppose that none of reductions l,..., 4 apply to G. Then either some 
si has valency 1 and its neighbour is in Cz, or t?(9) + l/k is feasible. 
Proof: We may assume that no s, has valency 1. But then for each i the 
boundary of R, meets Pi in exactly the vertex si; and meets Pi+ 1 in a vertex 
different from si+ , . Thus there is a path Q, of G with initial vertex si and 
terminal vertex ti say, where tj is a vertex of Pi+ i different from si+ i, with 
Qi c ,Zi u {si, ti}. Let P: be the concatenation of Qi with the subpath of 
Pi+, between ti and C,. Then (Pi,..., Pi} is a linkage 9’ with 
O(Y) = O(Y) + $. 
Now we turn to our characterization. If f: [0, 1 ] -+ Z is continuous, we 
define 
We say f is G-normal if en 1 f 1 = @ for every edge e of G; that is, every 
point of I f I is either a vertex or lies in some region of G. If f is G-normal, 
we define L(f)=&(f) to be 
I (= LO, ll:ffx)E V(G)JI. 
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Ni={(i,y7-c):l<j<k} (i=1,2). 
IfS: [0, l] + Z is continuous, G-normal, withy(O) E N1 ,f( 1) E N2 and with 
L&f) finite, we sayfis a helix (in G). The following lemma is fundamental. 
(5.2) Let 8 be feasible in G, and let f be a helix. Then 
L(f) 2 k (S(f) - 8 1, that is, 
e(f) - k-IL(~) d e < e(f) + k- IL(~). 
The proof is clear. We abbreviate e(f) + k-‘L(f) by d(f) or d&f). 
One form of our characterization is the following. 
(5.3) If 8 is feasible in G and 8 + l/k is not, then there is a helix f with 
df)=e. 
We prove this by means of the following two lemmas. 
(5.4) If (G’, 9’) is producedfrom (G, 9) by one of the reductions l,..., 4, 
and e(Y) + l/k is feasible in G’, then e(U) + l/k is feasible in G. 
ProoJ This is trivial for reduction 4, and almost equally trivial for the 
other reductions. 
(5.5) If(G’, 9’) is producedf rom (G, 9) by one of the reductions l,..., 4, 
and f' is a helix in G’ then there is a helix f in G with do{ f) < dtcr( f ‘). 
Proof: Again this is trivial for reduction 4, and quite easy for reduc- 
tions 2 and 3. Let us deal with reduction 1. Suppose that e is an edge of G 
incident with sj but contained in Zip 1 for some i, and let G’ be obtained 
from G by deleting e. Let f’ be a helix in G’. If 1 f’[ n e = @ we may take 
f = f’ and the theorem is true. If ( f’ / A e # @, let R’ the region of G’ in 
which edge e of G is drawn; let 
X= {XE [0, 1): f’(x)E R’) 
so that X# 0; and let X be the closure of X. Choose z2 E X, maximum. 
Then f ‘(z,) E i?‘, and either f ‘(z,) E N, or f ‘(z,) E V(G’). 
Now we may assume that 
(1) There exists z, E [0, z2) with f’(zl)e V(G’). 
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For if not, thenf’(x)E R’ (O<x<zJ and so 
Then the concatenation, in the natural way, of the function 




with f’ gives another helix with dG, the same, which does satisfy (1). 
Choose z1 E [0, z2) with f’(z,) E V(G’) and with z1 maximum. (This is 
possible by (l), for L&f’) is finite, and so there are only finitely many 
values of z, satisfying (1)) Now R’ is incident with s,, and so there is a 
region R of G with Rc R’, incident with si, and with f’(z,fe R. Define h: 
CO, II-zby 
h(x)= 1, ( 2i+l-x k 71 1 (O<x< 1). 
Iff’(z,) = si, define f: [0, l] -+ C by 
f(x) = h(2x) (06X6j) 
=7(2x- 1+(2-2x)z,) (4 6 x d 1). 
If f ‘(zJ # si, let g: [0, 11 + C be continuous, with g(0) = si, g( 1) = f’(zZ) 
and g(x)ER (O<x< i), and define f: [0, l] +C by 
f(x) = h(4x) (0 d x G a, 
= g(4x- 1) ($ <x < 4, 
= f’(2x - 1 + (2 - 2x)z,) (4 <xd 1). 
In either case,fis a helix in G. We shall show that q5Jf) < $Jf’). Letf”: 
LO, l] + Z be defined by 
f”(X) = f’( 2xzz) (0 G x 6 f, 
= f(1 -x) (4 <x < 1). 
Then e(f’)= S(f )+ f3(f “) and LG8( f')=&.(f)+ L&f")-I, where 
I=1 if f’(z,) = si 
=2 if f'(Z2)EN2 
= 3 if f’(z,f E V(G) - (sit. 
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But &,(f)=L,Jf), and 
ha”‘) - id-) = w-3 -e(f) + k-lvdf’) - ad) 
= e(y) + kp’(L,r(f”) - I) 
and so it suffices to show that L&f”) 2 I- ke(f”). Now 
-k(f”)= I {xe CO, z,,:f’(x)~ W’,} I 
+ I Ix E Cz,, 4: f’(x) E VG’)} I 
+Ix~[0,;]:f(x)d’(G’))I. 
But f’(z,) is incident with R’, and in particular is contained in Zi- i ; thus, 
/ (XE [O,z,): f’(x)~ I’(G’)) j b -k&j-“). 
Second, 
I {xc [z,, ~2): f’(x)e V(G’)} I> 1 
since f’( z, ) E V( G’). And third, 
I (x E [0, f]: f(x) E V(G’)} I = 1 if f’b2) 4 VW - {si) 
=2 if f’(z2) E V(G’) - (si} 
and so in either case is at least I- 1. Adding, the result follows. 
Now we can prove the characterization. 
Proof of (5.3). We proceed by induction on I V(G) I + I E(G) I. If reduc- 
tion 1, 2 or 3 applies to (G, 9) then the result follows from our inductive 
hypothesis and (5.4), (5.5). If reduction 4 applies and results in (G’, 9’) 
say, then as we observed before one of reductions 1, 2 or 3 applies to 
(G’, 9’) and hence the theorem is true for (G’, 9”); and again by (5.4) 
(5.5) it is true for (G, 9). If none of reductions l,..., 4 applies, then by (5.1) 
some si has valency 1 and its neighbor t say is in CZ, since &9) + l/k is 
not feasible. Let e be the edge incident with si; then Pi consists solely of the 
edge e. Let g: [0, l] + Z be continuous, with 
n(O)=(l,Tn), g(l)=t, 
g(x) E Ri (0 < x < 1). 
Now 
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Let h: [0, 11 -+ C be defined by 
h(x)= 2, (( 2i-x --jy +2B(Y) n 1) (Odx< I). 
Let f: [O, 1 ] + Z be defined by 
f(x) = g(2x) (O<xd;) 
=/2(2x- 1) (4 <x< 1). 
Then f is a helix, L(f) = 1 and 19(f) = 0(Y) - l/k. Hence 4(f) = 8(Y), as 
required. 
As a corollary we have the folIowing justification for our algorithm. 
(5.6) If (G’, 2”) is producedfrom (G, 9) by one of the reductions l,..., 4, 
then @( 9’) + l/k is feasible in G’ if and only if B( 2’) + l/k is feasible in G. 
Prooj “Only if” follows from (5.4). To prove “if”, suppose that 
0(Y) -I- l/k is not feasible in G’. Then by (5.3) there is a helix f’ in G’ with 
&f’) = e(Y), and by (5.5) there is a helix f in G with d(f) < d(f’). But 
e(Y) = Q(Y), and SO 
Hence by (5.2), 0(Y) + l/k is not feasible in G. 
Let us state the algorithm. 
(5.7) Algorithm to decide if e(T) + l/k is feasible. 
We apply any of the reductions which can be applied, transforming to 
smaller equivalent problems by (5.6). If none of the reductions apply we 
determine feasibility by (5.1). 
The algorithm can easily be adapted to provide us with a linkage 9 
satisfying e(9’) = 0(Y) + l/k if one exists. Its running time is polynomially 
bounded, as may easily be checked. 
As further corollaries we have 
(5.8) If 6’ is feasible in G, the following are equivalent: 
(i) there is a helix f in G with 4(f) = t9 
(ii) 8 + l/k is not feasible 
(iii) no 8’ > 8 is feasibIe. 
Proof. By (5.2), (i) +- (iii). Trivially (iii) * (ii), and by (5.3), (ii) * (i). 
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(5.9) If 19, < 8, < O3 and O,, 8, are feasible in G and ke, is an integer, 
then 8, is feasible in G. 
This follows easily from (5.8). 
Now we apply these results to the main problem of this section, that of 
deciding if any given 8 is feasible in G. We have the following charac- 
terization. (It is indeed a characterization, because Menger’s theorem tells 
us when (5.1O)(ii) is true.) 
(5.10) 0 is feasible in G if and only if 
(i) k0 is an integer; 
(ii) there is some linkage in G; and 
(iii) for every helixf, e(f)-k-‘L(f)<8<B(f)+k-‘L(f). 
ProojI Necessity is clear. For sufficiency, let t9r be maximum and 8, 
minimum such that (I,, 8, are feasible. (This is possible by (ii).) Then there 
is a helix fi in G with 
e(f,)+k-wf,)=e, 
by (5.3); and similarly (reversing the orientation of the plane) there is a 
helix f2 with 
e(f2)-k-wf,)=e,. 
Hence by (iii), 8, < I3 < et, and so by (i) and (5.9) 8 is feasible in G. 
For an algorithm, we have 
(5.11) Algorithm to decide if 0 is feasible in G. 
We check that conditions (i) and (ii) of (5.10) hold; if not then 0 is not 
feasible. Checking (ii) is simply a maximum-flow problem and so can be 
done efficiently. We assume that we find a linkage LY, and (by reversing the 
orientation of the plane if necessary) that 0(P) < 0. If e(2) = 0 we are 
finished. If not, we use (5.7) to test if e(2) + l/k is feasible, and if so to find 
a linkage 9 with e(LY’) = e(2) + l/k. (If there is no such linkage then 8 is 
not feasible.) If we find Y, we replace Y by 8’ and continue. At each 
replacement the magnitude of e-e(Y) is reduced by l/k, and so the 
algorithm terminates. 
To estimate the running time, we need to bound the number of 
applications of (5.7). This is bounded by 
1 +max Ik(B, -&)I, 
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the maximum being taken over all or, 8, which are both feasible in G. In 
turn, we can bound that with the following theorem. 
(5.12) If 01, e2 are both feasible in G then 
Proof: Let g be a linkage with 0(%.) = Bi (i= 1,2). For each PE L$ 
there is a helix f in G with 
Ifl n T/(G)= WY 
WI = W) 
as is easily seen, By (5.2), 
w-) 2 k I w-) - e(z) I 
and so 
I w)i wb 4. 
But distinct P’s in dp2 are vertex-disjoint; and so 
I J’(G)1 3k2 I& -01 I 
as required. 
It follows that the running time of the algorithm (5.11) is polynomially 
bounded. This, and the methods described in the last section, evidently 
yield a polynomially bounded algorithm for the general ROUTED 
FOREST CONTAINMENT problem on the cylinder. 
We mention that for ROUTED FOREST CONTAINMENT on the disc 
we gave an algorithm and a structural characterization, while for the 
problem on the cylinder we have only given an algorithm for the general 
case and a characterization for the special case treated in this section. It is 
possible to find a structural characterization for the general problem on the 
cylinder by combining conditions like those of (3.6)(ii) with those of 
(5.1O)(ii), (iii), but we omit the details. 
6. CONCLUSION 
We thus have a polynomially bounded algorithm to solve ROUTED 
FOREST CONTAINMENT on the cylinder. Let us see how to use it to 
solve DISJOINT CONNECTING SUBGRAPHS on the cylinder. 
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We are given a cylinder Z, a graph G properly drawn on 2, and a 
division A with 
u A = V(G) n bd(Z). 
We first check that some graph drawn on C realizes A (this is akin to 
checking the “cross-free” condition of (3.4) and can be done efliciently be 
adapting a planarity testing algorithm). Any realization of A is a forest with 
a homotopy class, and given the homotopy class we can test for the 
existence of a subgraph of G in this class using ROUTED FOREST CON- 
TAINMENT. Thus we are finished provided that we can satisfactorily 
bound the number of different homotopy classes to be checked. 
If s, t E V(H) n bd2 lie in the same component of H, let H(s, t) denote 
the path of the forest H between them, as before. Let Ci, C2 be the cuffs of 
C. To specify the homotopy class of H, it suffices to specify 
(i) the homotopy class of H(s, t) for every pair of vertices 
s, t E V(H) n Ci for which H(s, t) exists (i = 1, 2) and 
(ii) if some 6~ A meets both Ci and C,, the homotopy class of 
H(s, t) for some s E V(H) n C, and t E V(H) n CZ for which H(s, t) exists, 
as is easily seen. Let Z’ be the disc obtained from C by “sewing” a disc 
onto CZ, The number of possibilities involved in (i) when i = 1 is at most 
the number of regions of a forest F properly drawn in C’ with 
V(F) n bd(Z’) = u A n C, ; 
that is, it is at most 1 U A n C1 I. Similarly when i = 2 the number of 
possibilities is at most 1 U A n C, I. Thus the total number of possible 
assignments in (i) is at most 
To bound the number of assignments we need consider in (ii) we proceed 
as follows. Choose s E C, n V(H) and t E C2 n V(H) such that H(s, t) 
exists. (If there are no such s, t then (ii) is vacuous and presents no 
problem.) We need only consider homotopy classes for H(s, t) which are 
feasible in G. By (5.12) with k = 1, there are at most 1 V(G) I of these, and 
we can efficiently find them by using the algorithm (5.11). Thus the total 
number of homotopy classes for H that we need to check is at most 
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Moreover we can find all these homotopy classes efficiently, and so we 
have a polynomially bounded algorithm for DISJOINT CONNECTING 
SUBGRAPHS on the cylinder. 
One can do much better than this. The algorithm above was given for its 
simplicity, but we sketch another approach. Once again we have at most 
possibilities for the homotopy classes of the H(s, t)‘s where s, t are in the 
same cuff of C. Having chosen one of the possibilities to check, we can now 
apply reduction arguments like those in section 4 to reduce to the case 
where each 6 E A has 
This case can be solved easily with at most I lJ A n C, I applications of 
(5.7). 
So far we have considered our problem DISJOINT CONNECTING 
SUBGRAPHS on a disc and on a cylinder. What about other surfaces? As 
mentioned in the introduction, it will be shown in [3] that there is a 
polynomially bounded algorithm to solve this problem on any fixed surface 
provided that ] U A ] is kept bounded. This is not a complete generalization 
of the results of this paper, because 
(i) in this paper we do not need to keep ] U A ) bounded, and 
(ii) we have no structural characterization in general. 
However, a full analogue does exist when C is the Mobius band. Work- 
ing with ROUTED FOREST CONTAINMENT, one reduces (using the 
methods of section 4) to the case when each component of the forest H is a 
path with only its end-vertices in bd(Z), and none of these paths is 
homotopic to a portion of bd(C). In that case, a necessary and sufficient 
condition for G to contain a subgraph homotopic to H is that there is no 
closed sequence 
‘-‘o, R,, UI, Rz,..., Ok- I, Rk, vk =uo 
of vertices and regions of G (in which consecutive members are incident) 
which is “homotopic” to bd(C) and with 
kc Ibd(C)n V(G)]. 
It is possible to base a polynomially bounded algorithm on that fact, but 
we omit the details. 
Let G be a planar graph, and let s,, t, ,..., sk, tk be distinct vertices of G, 
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FIGURE 1 
constrained to lie on some bounded number p of regions of G. We have 
given a way to solve the DISJOINT CONNECTING PATHS problem for 
this configuration when p = 1 and when p =2. An example due to L. 
LovQz indicates that the p = 3 case is less tractable (at least from the point 
of view of polyhedral combinatorics). When p = 3, one can sometimes do 
better with a “half-integral” packing of paths than with an integral one. (It 
follows easily from the results of this paper that such a phenomenon does 
not occur when p = 1 or 2.) In the graph of figure 1, there do not exist 
three mutually disjoint paths joining si and tj (i= 1,2, 3), respectively; but 
there do exist six paths, using each vertex at most twice, such that for 
i= 1, 2, 3, two of them join si and ti (Fig. 1). 
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